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Abstract—Fourier-based methods for monostatic and bistatic
setups have been widely used for high-accuracy radar imaging.
However, the multistatic configuration has several characteristics
that make Fourier processing more challenging: 1) a nonuniform
grid in -space, which requires multidimensional interpolation
methods, and 2) image distortion when the incident spherical
wave is approximated by a plane wave. This contribution presents
a Fourier-based imaging method for multistatic systems, solving
the aforementioned limitations: the first, by using -space parti-
tioning and applying interpolation in each domain; the second, by
approximating the spherical wave with multiple plane waves. Both
solutions are fully parallelizable, thus allowing calculation time
savings. Validation and benchmarking with a synthetic aperture
radar backpropagation algorithm have been performed through
2-D and 3-D simulation-based examples. Imaging results from
radar measurements have been assessed.
Index Terms—Fast Fourier transform (FFT), imaging systems,
multistatic radar system, synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
I. INTRODUCTION
I MAGING techniques based on electromagnetic wavesare used in a wide range of systems where nondestructive
testing is required. Among these applications, medical diag-
nostics [1], detection of buried targets [2], or security scanners
for detecting concealed weapons [3], [4] are of special interest.
Among many inverse methods for recovering scatterer geom-
etry from the knowledge of the scattered field, inverse synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) imaging [5], backward field backpropaga-
tion [6], [7], and matched-filtering [8], [9] have been proved to
be effective algorithms for high-resolution image formation.
Interest in submillimeter-wave and terahertz frequency bands
for imaging applications [10]–[12] requires dealing with electri-
cally large problems of hundreds of wavelengths. For the afore-
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Fig. 1. Monostatic, bistatic, and multistatic radar configuration.
mentioned methods, calculation time can be a limitation. In
order to overcome this issue, Fourier imaging techniques are
well suited to provide a fast SAR imaging method.
In the field of monostatic radar systems, SAR imaging is
mostly implemented by using fast Fourier transform (FFT) al-
gorithms. Formulations for planar and cylindrical imaging sys-
tems, devoted for whole human body imaging, have been pre-
sented in [3], [13], and [14].
Monostatic imaging system limitations are mainly related
with the appearance of reconstruction artifacts such as dihedral
effects like the one between the legs in [3, Fig. 14], where the
multiple reflections of the wave on the inside of each leg create
an erroneous bright line between the legs.
Therefore, bistatic [15], [16] or multistatic systems [10], [17]
are better suited for imaging scattering objects with sudden pro-
file variations. Fig. 1 illustrates this fact depicting the propaga-
tion directions of incident and scattered millimeter waves for
a particular geometry under test. For the monostatic case, the
main contribution of the scattered field will come from the part
of the geometry whose normal is opposite to the incident direc-
tion, and other parts of the geometry may not be reconstructed.
This effect can be reduced in the case of bistatic or multistatic
configurations.
Performing bistatic SAR imaging is more challenging than
the monostatic configuration due to the need of considering
the different trajectories (different angular directions) of the
incident and reflected electric field. Recently, fast and efficient
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algorithms for bistatic SAR imaging have been explored: a fast
back-projection algorithm, reducing computational cost to the
same order as that of direct Fourier reconstruction is presented
in [18]. Bistatic imaging FFT-based formulation using Fourier
decomposition of spherical waves is described in [16, Sec. III].
Halcrow [19] describes a nonlinear -space mapping method
for SAR Fourier imaging for both monostatic and bistatic sys-
tems. Others [20] and [21] introduce Fourier-based formulation
with equivalent currents for forward and inverse scattering
problems with a bistatic formulation.
Multistatic radar systems can be understood as a particular
case of bistatic systems: one single transmitter and multiple re-
ceiving positions (or vice versa, taking advantage of the reci-
procity theorem), as shown in Fig. 1. The FFT-based imaging
formulation for this kind of systems has been mainly based
on monostatic equivalent approaches, as described in [16, Sec.
IV-A]: a phase correction term is introduced to compensate for
differences between monostatic and multistatic. However, these
approaches have a limited range of validity, making them un-
suitable for imaging electrically large objects.
A multistatic FFT-based formulation, derived from the
monostatic case described in Sheen [3], is presented in this con-
tribution. Incident field compensation is based on plane-wave
illuminations.
For spherical wave-like incidence, this paper uses an ap-
proach based on multiple plane waves and then combines the
results to form a single image.
Multistatic FFT-based imaging requires using multidi-
mensional interpolation techniques which map the data in
the -space from a nonuniform grid into a uniform one. To
overcome the issue of computational cost, the -space is split
into several regions where multidimensional interpolation is
applied.
The main concern of the presented method is the moderate
computational cost due to the following reasons: 1) spherical
wave approximation using multiple plane waves and 2) mul-
tidimensional interpolation. Both are fully parallelizable, thus
being well suited to take advantage of multicore platforms or
graphics processing units (GPUs) [22].
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the multistatic Fourier-based imaging formulation, discusses
the limitations of multidimensional -space interpolation
and spherical wave illumination, and proposes solutions. A
two-dimensional (2-D) simulation-based method validation
is presented in Section III, analyzing calculation time and
accuracy when compared to traditional SAR backpropagation
imaging. Section IV is devoted to three-dimensional (3-D)
validation using radar measurements, and Section V makes
use of 3-D simulation-based results to highlight incident field
compensation performance.
II. MULTISTATIC FOURIER IMAGING METHOD
A. Formulation
Here, the Fourier-based imaging formulation for a multistatic
configuration is presented. For the sake of simplicity, a 2-D
imaging formulation, involving range ( -axis) and cross-range
( -axis) will be described. Derivation of the relationship be-
tween the spatial and the spectral domain has already been
widely described in [3].
The scattered field acquired in a linear observa-
tion domain placed along -axis, for a certain frequency range
can be represented in the spectral domain by taking the
Fourier transform in the cross-range dimension
(1)
with the domain being defined from the aperture size and the
sampling rate. Next, the field in the spectral domain is translated
to the imaging domain by applying a phase shift equal to :
(2)
where is the distance in range from the observation domain
to the imaging domain, which is assumed to be centered at
. is defined as
(3)
Next, the incident field is specified [21]. Assuming plane-
wave illumination
(4)
where and denotes the position
of the transmitter. The incidence angle is defined relative to
the -axis (see Figs. 2 or 7). To recover the image centered in
the imaging domain , the spectral domain is redefined as
follows:
(5)
where , . This spec-
tral domain shift due to the incident field angle is depicted
in Fig. 2: the left plot represents the spectral domain shift for
, and the right plot represents the spectral domain shift
for a generic . Thus, the incident field has to
be interpolated into a regular grid , .
This step is themost time-consuming operation in Fourier-based
imaging methods. For multistatic systems, the interpolation step
becomes even more challenging as the grid is not equis-
paced in for oblique incidence, that is, (see Fig. 2).
The interpolation operation is defined as
(6)
is the interpolation operator (e.g., linear interpolation). Fi-
nally, a 2-D inverse Fourier transform is applied to recover the
reflectivity in the , domain:
(7)
B. -Space Interpolation
As mentioned before, the multistatic formulation has the
drawback of nonuniform grid spacing in for oblique in-
cidence, thus requiring 2-D interpolation techniques, which
increases the computational complexity.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Example of spectral domain for a multistatic configuration. (a) Normal
incidence and (b) oblique incidence with an incidence angle . Field is acquired
in a frequency band ranging from (dark gray) to (light gray). Points having
the same frequency, , are depicted with the same shading.
To overcome this limitation, a strategy based on -space par-
titioning is proposed. The idea is to divide the -space
domain into several subdomains. For every subdomain, the
method checks if there are any values inside
the subdomain. If not, is set to zero in this
subdomain. Otherwise, interpolation is done using the nonzero
field samples.
Thus, the smaller the subdomains, the better fitting to the
spectral domain region having . This idea is
depicted in Fig. 3: -space is divided into 2 2 subdo-
mains [Fig. 3(a)], 6 6 [Fig. 3(b)] and 11 11 [Fig. 3(c)]. It can
be observed that: 1) for the case of 6 6 subdomains, only 28
(77%) contain data different from zero and 2) for the case of
11 11, 84 out of 121 have information (that is, 69%).
In addition, it is noticed that only one portion of the
-space is considered for partitioning and interpola-
tion. This region is defined as the minimum rectangle having
data with amplitude dB with respect to the
maximum (e.g., 40 dB).
The advantage of this interpolation technique is that it can
be easily parallelized, as every subdomain can be processed
independently. Thus, several threads can be launched in parallel
for performing interpolation operations. As the subdomains
do not overlap, every thread can save the interpolated field
independently.
Interpolation can be done faster by precalculating the inter-
polation operator . This operator is a function of the geometry
and the operating frequency band of the imaging system. Thus,
for a given imaging system, operator can be calculated once
and then applied to every new set of measured data.
Fig. 3. Spectral domain and interpolated field (normalized
amplitude, in dB). Interpolation subdomains (white rectangles). (a) 2 2. (b)
6 6. (c) 11 11.
C. Point Source Illumination
The FFT algorithm for multistatic radar systems makes two
assumptions: 1) imaging domain is centered at the origin of the
coordinate system and 2) the incident field is a plane wave.
These assumptions limit the scope of application for point
source-like transmitters placed in the near-field region of the
imaged object. This approach will introduce a phase error in
the recovered image proportional to the distance between the
origin of the coordinate system and the point where the image
is recovered (i.e., the difference between planar and spherical
phase fronts). Thus, only the origin of the coordinate systemwill
have zero phase error. The phase error due to the plane-wave
approach is shown conceptually in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Phase center specification and phase error for those points belonging to
the same imaging domain.
Spherical wave expansion in terms of plane waves has been
proposed in [16], introducing several approximations to sim-
plify the formulation and defining the maximum imaging do-
main size where applicable.
With regard to the imaging domain size, in this contribution
it is proposed to divide the imaging domain into several regions
(see Fig. 4). The center point of each region is identified as
phase center specification . Imaging is done indepen-
dently for every region, locally compensating for the incident
field using a plane wave travelling from the transmitter to the
phase center specification, as shown in Fig. 5. Consideration of
a single plane wave allows reducing calculation time.
Several issues must be addressed in the formulation described
in Section II-A. First, the scattered field observation domain
must be centered in cross-range with respect to the -coordi-
nate of the phase-center specification . As indicated in [16],
displacement in the spatial domain is equivalent to introduce a
phase shift in -space
(8)
Displacement in the -axis direction, which corresponds
again to a phase shift in -space, has to be updated taking into
account the -coordinate of the phase center specification ,
as follows:
(9)
Thus, for incident field phase-center specification, we have
(10)
where the terms (the distance from the transmitter to the
th phase center specification) and are defined as (Fig. 5)
(11)
Fig. 5. Incident field compensation using several phase-center specification.
A spherical incident wave is approximated as a combination of -plane waves
with different incident directions. Top: depiction of the imaging setup. Bottom:
-space domain displacement for every phase center specification (circles with
the same gray shading).
The next step is to displace the resulting reflectivity image
from the origin of the coordinate system to the phase center
specification. This shifting operation , is defined as
(12)
Finally, reflectivity images recovered for every phase-center
specification are combined in a single image. Among several
methods for image combination, a simple windowing technique
is chosen: points further than a certain distance , from the
phase center specification are discarded as follows:
if then
(13)
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If the phase-center specifications form a rectangular ,
grid, then and are half the spacing between phase cen-
ters. Now that the phase0center specification terms have been
defined, it is possible to quantitatively define the phase error
as the difference between an incident spherical wave and
the plane-wave approach
(14)
which is represented in Fig. 4 by thick segments.
Incident field specification based on multiple phase centers
has the drawback of multiplying the Fourier imaging calcu-
lation time by the number of centers considered. Fortunately,
the problem associated with every phase center can be pro-
cessed independently, thus allowing parallelization. Note that,
for every parallel problem, interpolation can still be done in par-
allel. Thus, ideally, assuming there are sufficient available par-
allel threads, the calculation time of the Fourier-based method
is limited by the interpolation time of the -space domain with
highest number of nonzero elements .
The proposed Fourier-based imaging method for multistatic
systems is summarized in the flow chart of Fig. 6.
III. 2-D SIMULATION RESULTS
First, the Fourier-based imaging method is tested with 2-D
simulation-based examples. The object-under-test (OUT) is a
metallic plate 50 cm long, centered at the origin of the coordi-
nate system. The working frequency band is 50–60 GHz, sam-
pled every 500 MHz. An array of receivers 80 cm
long, is placed at 60 cm with a sampling rate of 1 mm
( at 60 GHz). Thus, range and cross-range resolution are 15
and 4.5 mm, respectively. Cross-range resolution is calculated
as , with evaluated at 50 GHz. No windowing
function is applied either in range or cross range. The scattered
field is simulated using a 2-D method-of-moments MATLAB
code that implements electric field integral equations for TM
polarization [23].
The simulation examples were run in a laptop equipped with
Intel Core i5 CPU M560 @ 2.67 GHz, with 4 GB RAM. For
benchmarking purposes, Fourier and SAR backpropagation
methods were run in single-core mode. SAR backpropagation
[9], [10] is given by
(15)
Both SAR and FFT equations are coded usingMATLAB. The
motivation for using this platform is the ease of code debug-
ging, at the expense of increased calculation time. To ensure
proper calculation time comparison, MATLAB optimized rou-
tines, such as indexing, interpolation, and FFT functions, have
been used in both SAR backpropagation and FFT codes.
Concerning memory consumption, neither FFT nor SAR re-
quire more than 1 GB of RAM in any of the examples shown
Fig. 6. Block diagram of the Fourier imaging algorithm for multistatic radar
systems.
in this paper, so this parameter is not included in the computa-
tional cost analysis.
A. Plane-Wave Illumination
The first analyzed case makes use of a normal illumination
of the OUT using a plane wave propagating towards , as
shown in Fig. 7(a) (with ). In this case, as a plane wave is
used for OUT illumination, Fourier imaging is accurate without
requiring multiple phase-center specifications different than the
origin of the coordinate system.
Recovered reflectivity is shown in Fig. 8, where traditional
SAR imaging is used for benchmarking. It can be noticed that
the differences are negligible, with a root mean square error
(RMSE) of 39.4 dB. In this case, Fourier imaging is as exact
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7. 2-D simulation-based test cases. (a) Plane-wave illumination. (b) Point
source transmitter (spherical illumination).
Fig. 8. Recovered reflectivity for a plate. Incident field: plane wave with
normal incidence . Top: SAR backpropagation imaging. Center:
Fourier imaging method. Bottom: amplitude difference between SAR and
Fourier. True metallic plate profile is represented with a dashed line.
as SAR backpropagation because the incident field is a plane
wave.
SAR backpropagation processing takes 35 s, whereas
Fourier imaging method takes less than 1 s. Interpolation time
and imaging accuracy as a function of -space partitioning is
shown in Table I. It can be noticed that the interpolation time
does not decrease for a larger number of subdomains. This is
due to the time needed to create the subdomains. Regarding
accuracy, variation in the number of subdomains modifies the
RMSE less than 0.2 dB.
The same configuration is tested when the OUT is illuminated
using a plane wave with . Results are shown in Fig. 9.
TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY AND CALCULATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS
OF K-SPACE SUBDOMAINS
Fig. 9. Recovered reflectivity for a plate. Incident field: plane wave with
oblique incidence . SAR imaging (top). Fourier method (center).
Amplitude difference between SAR and Fourier (bottom). True metallic plate
profile is represented with a dashed line.
In this case, the agreement between SAR and Fourier is 6 dB
worse, with RMSE . This occurs because spacing
in the -space is not uniform with respect to , so 2-D inter-
polation is less accurate than in the previous case with normal
incidence, in which and match.
B. Point Source Illumination
Once the Fourier imaging performance for plane-wave illu-
mination has been demonstrated, the next step is to test point
source illumination. A transmitting point source is placed at
cm [Fig. 7(b)], plotting reflectivity recov-
ered using a single phase center specification placed at the origin
of the coordinate system in Fig. 10 (center). Compared with
SAR imaging (Fig. 10, top), the plane-wave approximation of
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Fig. 10. Recovered reflectivity for a plate. Incident field: point source placed at
cm. Top: SAR imaging. Center: Fourier method. Bottom:
amplitude difference between SAR and Fourier. True metallic plate profile is
represented with a dashed line.
the point source distorts the image. Distortion increases towards
the edge of the image, as depicted in Fig. 4. At the edges of the
plate, the image distortion is given by
(16)
is the distance from the transmitter to the center of
the plate, which is 60 cm. is the size of the metallic plate
(50 cm). Thus, the distortion is 2.5 cm (or @ 60 GHz), which
is in agreement with the result depicted in Fig. 10.
Image distortion can be improved by considering several
phase center specification in the imaging region. For this case,
a rectangular grid is considered, with ranging from 25 to
25 cm, and from 10 to 10 cm, with 10 cm;
resulting in phase-center specification.
The reconstructed reflectivity map is depicted in Fig. 11 (top).
Compared to with Fig. 10 (center), the RMSE between SAR and
Fourier improves from 19.4 to 32.4 dB.
Accuracy analysis and calculation time for multiple phase
center specification are summarized in Table II. For all cases,
-space interpolation subdomains are considered. The
imaging domain size is 60 cm, 20 cm. The max-
imum distortion due to plane wave approximation occurs at the
point cm.
Fig. 11. Recovered reflectivity for a plate. Incident field: point source placed
at cm. Top: Fourier method with 6 3 phase-center spec-
ification. Bottom: Amplitude difference between SAR and Fourier with phase
specification. Gray solid lines represent the edges of the imaging domain for
every phase-center specification. True metallic plate profile is represented with
a dashed line.
TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY AND CALCULATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS
OF PHASE CENTER SPECIFICATION POINTS
As a reference, calculation time for SAR is 50 s. In the case of
Fourier imaging, for a large number of phase-center specifica-
tions, the average calculation time per center tends to less than
250 ms.
A more complex scenario is shown in Fig. 12. The scattered
field observation domain remains the same, but now the trans-
mitter is placed at cm. Several arbi-
trary-shaped OUT are spread inside a 60 60 cm imaging do-
main. The frequency range is 50–60 GHz, with 250-MHz steps,
so the unambiguity distance is 60 cm.
For benchmarking purposes, the SAR backpropagation
image is retrieved [Fig. 12(a)]. Reconstructed reflectivity using
the Fourier method with phase specification at the center of
the coordinate system is depicted in Fig. 12(b). The distortion
introduced by approximating the incident spherical wave-
front with a plane wave is clearly visible: maximum imaging
distortion is at cm. To correct
this, 36 phase-center specifications are considered, with
ranging from to 30 cm, and from to 25 cm,
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Fig. 12. Recovered reflectivity for several OUT. Incident field: point source
placed at (40,-30) cm. (a) SAR imaging. (b) Fourier with phase
center specification at the center of the coordinate system. (c) Fourier with 36
phase-center specification. (d) Amplitude difference between (a) and (c). Thick
white lines represent the true profile of the OUT.
Fig. 13. Recovered reflectivity for the example presented in [16, Sec. IV-A].
SAR and FFT with 1 1 and 3 3 phase-center specification imaging results.
Crosses represent the point scatterers.
with 10 cm, yielding maximum distortion
at cm. Fig. 12(c) shows the recovered
reflectivity with 36 phase centers, whereas amplitude difference
with SAR is depicted in Fig. 12(d): RMSE is 32.7 dB.
SAR takes 420 s for this reconstruction. Fourier with 36
phase-center specification takes 19 s, i.e., it is 22 times faster
than SAR.
C. Comparison With an Existing Imaging Setup
To conclude 2-D analysis, a comparison with an existing
imaging setup is presented. Details of the selected example
are fully described in Section IV.A of [16]. Results with SAR
backpropagation and FFT with multiple phase-center specifi-
cations are depicted in Fig. 13. The use of a single phase-center
specification (placed at 0 m) creates a distorted
image of the targets placed on the left side of the image. If 3 3
phase-center specifications are considered, correct recovery of
the targets position is achieved. A summary of the main FFT
parameters for different numbers of phase-center specification
is shown in Table III.
Maximum image distortion is evaluated using the following
expression:
(17)
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TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY AND CALCULATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS
OF PHASE-CENTER SPECIFICATION POINTS
is the range distance from the transmitter to
the closest limit of the imaging domain, which is 42 m for this
example.
IV. 3-D VALIDATION WITH MEASUREMENTS
Next, the Fourier-based multistatic imaging algorithm is val-
idated with 3-D problems. This section is devoted to testing
the proposed Fourier-based method on a real multistatic radar
system. A general layout and a photograph of the radar are
shown in Fig. 14. The working frequency band is from 72 to
74.66 GHz, sampled every 445 MHz (range resolution, -axis,
is 5.6 cm). The transmitting antenna is translated within
50 cm, 20 cm domain, placed 1.1 m away
from the center of the coordinate system, creating a synthetic
transmitting aperture. This domain is sampled every at the
highest frequency (4 mm), resulting in 251 101 transmitting
positions. Range resolution ( -axis) is 56.4mm, and cross-range
resolution is 9 mm ( -axis) 22.9 mm ( -axis). As in the pre-
vious section, no windowing function is applied. The receiver
is placed at the position cm.
The imaging domain depends on the size of the acquisition
domain (or reciprocally, the size of the area within which the
transmitter is moved) and the system bandwidth. For this case,
the imaging region has a size of 50 cm, 34 cm,
20 cm, having points. For the transmitting
domain aperture center, cm, and the receiver
position, the imaging domain should be centered in the cross
range at , i.e., in the center position in
the cross range. Two metallic objects are chosen as targets (see
Fig. 14).
The SAR and Fourier imaging codes were run in a work-
station equipped with 12 available CPUs @ 3.15 GHz, with
128 GB RAM. In this case, all of the available CPUs were used.
The SAR results are depicted in Fig. 15, requiring 1400 s of
calculation time. Fourier-based results are shown in Fig. 16,
taking 10 s of calculation (8-s interpolation tasks, 1-s FFT and
IFFT operations, 1 s of remaining calculations), which is close
to real-time capabilities. As mentioned before, interpolation op-
erator could be reused for the same imaging setup, thus saving
8 s.
Assuming no a priori information about the OUT is
known, the phase center is set to the center position in
cross-range between transmitting domain center and receiver,
(7.5, 0, 10) cm. Under this assumption, the RMSE
between Fourier and SAR results is 23 dB. For the OUT
centered at cm, the phase error at
this point is at the highest frequency.
Fig. 14. Top: layout of the measurement setup. Bottom: photograph of the mea-
surement setup with synthetic transmitting aperture and metallic OUT. Mea-
sured field amplitude (from 30 to 0 dB) is shown with partial transparency.
Note that this multistatic radar system has a moving transmitter and stationary
receiver.
The Fourier-based method is applied again by speci-
fying phase at the OUT center estimated from Fig. 16,
cm. Results are plotted in Fig. 17,
noticing the better agreement with the SAR inversion, with the
RMSE lowered to 28 dB. The Fourier calculation time is then
10 s 2 (first guess second case with better placement of the
phase-center specification) 20 s, which is 70 times faster
than SAR.
Finally, Fourier-based imaging with two phase center
specification, placed at cm and
cm, was tested, but it did not improve the results
significantly with 28.5 dB. This is due to the
fact that the distance between the transmitter and the OUT is
sufficiently large so the incident field behaves almost as a plane
wave in the reconstruction domain.
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Fig. 15. Retrieved reflectivity using SAR. Amplitude isosurfaces, in decibels.
Top: XZ. Bottom: XY. Black dashed lines represent the OUT profile.
Fig. 16. Retrieved reflectivity using FFT when the phase-center specification
is at (7.5, 0, 10) cm. Amplitude isosurfaces, in decibels. Top: XZ.
Bottom: XY. Black dashed lines represent the OUT profile.
V. 3-D SIMULATION RESULTS
Here, we highlight the need for phase-center specification
in 3-D problems. Due to mechanical limitations, this experi-
ment cannot be carried out with the radar system presented in
Section IV. Thus, 3-D simulation-based results will be used in-
stead. Due to the large electric size of the setup, a Physical Op-
tics code [24], [25] has been used for forward scattering problem
simulation.
The problem setup is depicted in Fig. 18. The working
frequency band is from 60 to 66 GHz (the same as in [10]),
Fig. 17. Retrieved reflectivity using FFT when the phase-center specification
is at cm. Amplitude isosurfaces, in decibels. Top:
XZ. Bottom: XY. Black dashed lines represent the OUT profile.
Fig. 18. Layout of the 3-D imaging system and simulated field at the receiver
positions on a 2-D aperture with OUT (gray shape) positioned off center. Trans-
mitter is represented with a white dot.
with 600-MHz steps. The scattered field observation domain
is 120 90 cm, discretized every 25 mm ( at 66 GHz)
yielding 481 361 acquisition points. The transmitter is placed
5 cm ahead of the observation domain for better observation
of the incident field compensation distortion. Range resolution
( -axis) is 25 mm, and cross-range resolution is 15 mm ( -axis)
19 mm ( -axis). Again, no windowing function is considered.
The OUT is a metallic object curved about
the -axis, with several holes, the smallest being 1 1 cm. The
OUT has been chosen so that most of the scattered power falls
on the observation domain. The same computational hardware
as in Section III (a laptop) was used.
The imaging domain is determined by the aperture size and
sampling as well as by the bandwidth and sampling. For this
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Fig. 19. Recovered reflectivity ( 6 dB isosurface, in gray). XY, XZ, and YZ
views. One phase-center specification at the origin is considered.
problem, the imaging domain is 120 90 25 cm, discretized
into 481 361 81 points, corresponding to 14 million points.
To give an idea of the size of the problem, the reflectivity on
every pixel is given by the information collected across the aper-
ture (481 361 points) for all of the 11 frequencies.
Fourier results are depicted in Figs. 19 and 20 for a case with
a single and multiple phase-center specifications, respectively.
In Fig. 19, the lower right corner is significantly distorted. As
the incident field phase-specification error becomes larger, the
reconstructed reflectivity diverges from the OUT geometry. At
the lower right corner of the OUT, the distortion is at the
highest frequency (66 GHz).
Distortion is compensated by introducing multiple phase
center specification. Fig. 20 shows the reflectivity when 4
4 phase center specification are considered, reducing the
maximum distortion to . In this case, the reconstructed
reflectivity more accurately represents the true OUT geometry.
The positions of the phase center specification are defined from
the recovered reflectivity of Fig. 19.
As a reference, SAR backpropagation results are plotted in
Fig. 21. The RMSE between SAR processing and FFT with a
single phase-center specification is 17 dB, and 25 dB when
16 phase centers are considered.
Fourier-based imaging for a single phase-center specifica-
tion takes 600 s, 580 of which correspond to interpolation time
( -space is discretized into regions). Three seconds are
required for FFT and IFFT operations, with the remaining time
for setting up variables and data sorting. For 16 phase-center
specifications, the time is 9000 s. A fairer comparison should
take into account the time required for the first reflectivity re-
construction (Fig. 19), as the phase centers defined in Fig. 20 are
based on this result. SAR backpropagation requires 252 000 s,
Fig. 20. Recovered reflectivity ( 6 dB isosurface, in gray). XY, XZ, and YZ
views. Sixteen phase-center specification are considered.
Fig. 21. SAR backpropagation results. Recovered reflectivity ( 6 dB isosur-
face, in gray). XY, XZ, and YZ views.
which is 28 times slower than Fourier (26 times if the time re-
quired by the first guess reconstruction is included). Note that
the smaller FFT over SAR speedup with respect to the example
in Section IV is due to the need for fewer phase-center specifica-
tions in that example. Large calculation times (both for Fourier
and SAR) are due to: 1) the use of single-core calculation; 3) the
hardware itself (laptop); 3) the electrically large problem-under-
test; and 5) the use of a MATLAB-based implementation.
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VI. CONCLUSION
A Fourier-based imaging method for multistatic radar con-
figurations has been presented. The method overcomes two of
the main limitations that Fourier processing has for this radar
configuration: 1) nonuniform grid in -space, requiring mul-
tidimensional interpolation methods and 2) image distortion
when approximating spherical wave-like OUT illumination
with plane waves. The first drawback is solved by using
-space partitioning, applying interpolation on every domain.
The second takes advantage of using multiple incident plane
waves, each referred to a phase-center specification within the
imaging domain.
Both solutions are fully parallelizable, thus allowing calcula-
tion time savings: multicore computers and GPU hardware are
suitable for this purpose.
The Fourier-based method has been validated through 2-D-,
3-D-simulation-based, and measurement results. After bench-
marking with well-known SAR backpropagation, imaging
RMSE was below 25 dB with 22 time speedup for the
worst-case scenario.
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